
I would rather be exposed to the inconveniences attending too much liberty than to those
attending too small a degree of it.   - Thomas Jefferson

Fed up with being treated like a criminal because you enjoy shooting or collecting firearms?

Alarmed at the erosion of your freedom by governments and bureaucracies?

Frustrated by the lack of difference between the major political parties?

Disappointed by the lacklustre performance of “single issue” parties?

Lack of respect for individual rights and responsibility is leading to excessive government intrusion into our

lives (and wallets).  Rather than acknowledge that there are already too many laws, governments impose even

more and often use them to justify more and higher taxes.  Both our rights and freedom to make our own

decisions are being eroded.

Firearm owners need to make their voices heard as part of an overall response to the underlying cause.  They

can gain powerful allies by becoming mainstream. The burdens imposed on shooters are similar to those faced

by groups such as fishers, divers, farmers, 4WDers, horse riders, loggers, smokers, motorcyclists, motorists

and pet owners.  All face loss of freedom based on a “we know what’s best” mentality by governments and

bureaucracies.

About the LDP

The Liberal Democratic Party (LDP) (www.ldp.org.au) strongly supports civilian firearm ownership, for sport,

hunting, collecting and also self-defence.

Based on liberal principles, it advocates individual liberty, free markets and small government.  It is anti-left,

anti-right and pro-liberty.

The aim of the LDP is to restore the right of individuals to make their own choices and accept responsibility for

them, on the basis that they generally make better decisions than governments.  The LDP is not part of, nor

aligned with, any other party.

Help firearm owners and reclaim freedom in Australia

The battle to regain our freedom has begun.  Complete the membership form and become a member of the

LDP.  Membership is free for non-voting members; $70 ($35 concession) for voting members.

For more details contact the Liberal Democratic Party

PO Box 773  DICKSON  ACT  2602       Email: info@ldp.org.au     Website www.ldp.org.au
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